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Miller's name appears first on the ealier editions.
How ed tech was born: Twentieth-century teaching machines--from Sidney Pressey's
mechanized test-giver to B. F. Skinner's behaviorist bell-ringing box. Contrary to
popular belief, ed tech did not begin with videos on the internet. The idea of technology
that would allow students to "go at their own pace" did not originate in Silicon Valley. In
Teaching Machines, education writer Audrey Watters offers a lively history of predigital
educational technology, from Sidney Pressey's mechanized positive-reinforcement
provider to B. F. Skinner's behaviorist bell-ringing box. Watters shows that these
machines and the pedagogy that accompanied them sprang from ideas--bite-sized
content, individualized instruction--that had legs and were later picked up by textbook
publishers and early advocates for computerized learning. Watters pays particular
attention to the role of the media--newspapers, magazines, television, and film--in
shaping people's perceptions of teaching machines as well as the psychological
theories underpinning them. She considers these machines in the context of education
reform, the political reverberations of Sputnik, and the rise of the testing and textbook
industries. She chronicles Skinner's attempts to bring his teaching machines to market,
culminating in the famous behaviorist's efforts to launch Didak 101, the "pre-verbal"
machine that taught spelling. (Alternate names proposed by Skinner include
"Autodidak," "Instructomat," and "Autostructor.") Telling these somewhat cautionary
tales, Watters challenges what she calls "the teleology of ed tech"--the idea that not
only is computerized education inevitable, but technological progress is the sole driver
of events.
The student workbook is designed to help your students retain key chapter content.
Included within this resource are chapter objective questions, key-term definition
queries, and multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank, and true-or-false problems.
Click here to view videos of the authors talking about Words Their Way! Words Their
Way® companion volumes, 2e We believe that the hands-on word sorting approach to
word study is invaluable to you and your students. These stage-specific companion
volumes to Words Their Way®: Word Study for Phonics, Vocabulary, and Spelling
Instruction provide a complete curriculum of reproducible sorts and detailed directions
for the teacher working with students in each stage of spelling development, from
emergent through derivational relations. This collection of word sorting activities is for
students who are in the syllables and affixes stage of spelling development, typically
intermediate or advanced readers and writers (Grades 3 to 8). These students are
ready to study multi-syllabic words–beginning with consonant doubling, plural endings
and moving through the study of basic prefixes and suffixes. The sorts in this collection
present 24 words each week, selected according to their frequency of occurrence in
reading materials and allowing students to discover spelling generalizations or to
compare syllable juncture features and patterns.
Sparks fly when a widowed Latin beauty looking to save her family's farm meets a
Texas rancher in this sensational historical debut.
Become Fluent in Medical Terminology with This Complete Breakdown. Explanations
and Examples of Root words, Prefixes, Suffixes, and Much More! At the end of this
guide, you will be able to: - Understand the logic of medical terminology and apply it to
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your profession - Build medical terms from scratch using prefixes, root words,
combining forms, and suffixes that you have learned in this guide - Deconstruct
complicated words and use the word elements to analyze and determine the meaning
of the medical terms - Understand, spell, and write medical words. Use them to
communicate and document any health care situation with accuracy and precision Explain the meaning of medical terms to other people Kickstart Your Medical
Terminology Mastery Now!
Now in its 9th Edition, Schroeder/Ehrlich/Schroeder Smith/Ehrlich's MEDICAL
TERMINOLOGY FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONS focuses on the current, relevant terms
you need to know to succeed in the health care field. The program is designed to
simplify the process of memorizing complex medical terminology by focusing on the
importance of word parts -- common prefixes, suffixes and root words. Every chapter
helps you practice the pronunciation and understanding of key terms through interactive
activities, real-life medical scenarios and critical thinking exercises. Reflecting realworld practice, all terms, definitions, procedures, illustrations and data are completely
up to date. The new edition includes expanded coverage of sexual orientation and
gender identity, COVID-19, advanced directives, holistic health care and much more.
Also available: MindTap digital learning solution.
John Irish and Barbara Ozuna, both experienced history teachers, have teamed up to
develop this workbook to focus on the historical thinking skills that high school students
in the AP* World History course must master in order to perform well on the exam.
Milady has evolved for over 85 years to become what it is today, the cornerstone of
beauty and wellness education. We are very excited and proud to announce the latest
edition of Milady Standard Cosmetology, the most commonly used resource in
cosmetology education. For decades since our first textbook published, it has been our
commitment to provide students with the foundation in the principles and skills needed
to master the science and art of cosmetology, and with this latest version that
commitment has not waivered. For the new edition, celebrity stylist Ted Gibson served
as Creative Director on the project. The result is a brilliant new design with over 750
new photos and a gorgeous layout, providing a visually stunning resource to engage
today's learner. We also recruited a team of twelve authors, made up of top
professionals and educators in the industry, to provide the most current information on
concepts and techniques. During our extensive peer review and development process,
we were asked for a resource that placed emphasis on essential content needed for
licensure success, and we feel confident that we delivered. Milady Standard
Cosmetology will continue to be a source of education that students can count on, not
only while in school, but throughout their careers. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
This powerful, easy-to-use resource presents the essentials of human anatomy in the
popular Board Review Series outline formant and includes concise descriptions, clinical
correlations, radiographs, full-color illustrations, and tables. Considered the best review
book for gross anatomy by medical student reviewers, this updated and streamlined
ninth edition includes more than 550 board-style questions with complete answers and
explanations, organized into chapter review tests and an end-of-book comprehensive
exam, to help students master key information. Updated clinical correlations
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demonstrate connections between anatomical knowledge and clinical medicine.
Numerous medical images help students develop a better understanding of anatomy
and clinical medicine. More than 550 USMLE-style questions (many new to this edition)
with answers and rationales are available both electronically and in print to facilitate
review. An updated art program with more than 200 color illustrations helps students
understand difficult concepts and complicated anatomical structures. High-yield reviews
at the end of each chapter provide targeted preparation for board and anatomy course
examinations.
This best-selling introduction to medical terminology text is flexible enough to be used
in a traditional or a self-instructional course format. Essential Medical Terminology,
Third Edition, is based on the body-systems approach. Suited for students of all levels
in the health professions, this text provides the appropriate amount of detail needed to
learn the basics of medical terminology. After studying the fundamentals of
pronunciation, students can study the chapters in any order the instructor deems
appropriate.The Third Edition also includes a new chapter on Cancer Medicine. Each
new copy of the text includes a user-friendly CD ROM* with interactive flashcards,
crossword puzzles, and additional exercises. This text with helpful online resources is
highly accessible for all health care students, offering a wealth of valuable information
at an attractive price. *Please note electronic formats and Ebooks do not include
access to the CD ROM. Essential Medical Terminology is also available as an online
course. Learn more about Navigate Course Manager: Essential Medical Terminology
http://www.jblearning.com/catalog/9781449678371/
Words Their Way is a hands-on, developmentally-driven approach to word study that
illustrates how to integrate and teach children phonics, vocabulary, and spelling skills.
Building on its best-selling approach, this edition of Words Their Way continues the
phenomenon that has helped thousands of children improve their literacy skills. This
Fifth Edition features updated activities, expanded coverage of English learners, and
emphasis on progress monitoring. All new classroom videos, an enhanced assessment
application tool available on a new Web Resources site, as well as enhanced word
sorts, picture sorts and games offer teachers even more tools that will enhance their
word study instruction.
(Guitar Collection). Two dozen tunes playable on guitar using only G, C and D chords.
Includes: Agnus Dei * Because We Believe * Enough * Father I Adore You * Here I Am
to Worship * Lord I Lift Your Name on High * More Precious Than Silver * Step by Step
* There Is a Redeemer * We Fall Down * Worthy, You Are Worthy * You Are My King
(Amazing Love) * and more. No tab.
This textbook for nursing assistants will prepare students not only to function in the
traditional nursing assistant role in nursing homes, hospitals, and home health, but also
will prepare students to advance their careers. A nursing assistant student who uses
this text will have a firm foundation by which to transition to an LPN and ultimately an
RN role. The text offers a compelling art program, a direct, conversational writing style,
and an emphasis on professionalism and humanism. A back-of-book CD-ROM includes
an audio glossary.
(Vocal Collection). This series features 50 songs from dozens of shows, some that
have never before appeared in any vocal collections. This 3rd edition includes songs
from A Gentleman's Guide to Love & Murder; Hairspray; Hamilton; Kinky Boots; Moana;
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Natasha, Pierre & The Great Comet of 1812; Waitress: The Musical; Wicked; and many
more.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Introduction to Medical TerminologyCengage Learning
This best-selling programmed resource makes learning medical terminology
quick and easy. In addition to the book, software and audiotapes provide
additional methods of study. Based on a word-building programmed learning
system, this comprehensive guide uses color didactically, includes extensive
review activities to engage the user, and includes special frames containing
interesting and helpful information. Now in its 9th edition, it offers a proven format
that ís easy and fun to use.
This valuable package includes Exploring Medical Language and Medical
Terminology Online for Exploring Medical Language, 7th edition.
There are many superb books on how to do operations but there are few or none
on how to assist at them, and none written either by or for medical students or
doctors. Therefore, the skills that make an expert surgical assistant are difficult to
acquire. Normally, they can only be learnt in a haphazard way, by spending years
in the operating theatre. This book describes those skills in a concise and
systematic way, in surgery in general, and in ten different speciality areas.
Although intended mainly for clinical-level medical students and junior doctors,
other people who assist at surgical operations, including general practitioners,
nurse assistants and surgical technologists, will also find it useful. Whether
planning a career in surgery, or simply aiming for high marks in a surgical
rotation, there are few better ways to impress a surgeon than by skilfully assisting
at surgical operations.
This core text offers LPN/LVN students a clear, concise introduction to
pharmacology, focusing on basic principles and the nurse's responsibility in drug
administration. Organized by body system, the book examines pharmacologic
properties and therapeutic applications of drug classes. Summary Drug Tables
present generic and trade drug names, uses, adverse reactions, and usual
dosage ranges. This edition has thoroughly updated drug information, a new
"Pharmacology in Practice" case study feature, Nursing Alerts, Lifespan Alerts,
Chronic Care Alerts, Diversity Alerts, and additional material on the nursing
process. Including a FREE copy of Lippincott’s Photo Atlas of Medication
Administration, a bound CD-ROM, a companion website includes an NCLEX®
alternate item format tutorial, a Spanish-English audio glossary, monographs on
100 most commonly prescribed drugs, Listen and Learn, Concepts in Action
animations, Watch and Learn video clips, and Dosage Calculation Quizzes. The
full text is also available online. Online Tutoring powered by Smarthinking—Free
online tutoring, powered by Smarthinking, gives students access to expert
nursing and allied health science educators whose mission, like yours, is to
achieve success. Students can access live tutoring support, critiques of written
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work, and other valuable tools.
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a
convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a
great value; this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before
purchasing, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure
that you select the correct ISBN. For Books a la Carte editions that include
MyLab(tm) or Mastering(tm), several versions may exist for each title-including
customized versions for individual schools-and registrations are not transferable.
In addition, you may need a Course ID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use MyLab or Mastering platforms. For Basic Math, Math for the Trades,
Occupational Math, and similar basic math skills courses servicing trade or
technical programs at the undergraduate/graduate level. A solid foundation in the
math needed for a wide range of technical and vocational trades Mathematics for
the Trades: A Guided Approach is the leader in trades and occupational
mathematics, equipping students with the math skills required for allied health,
electrical trades, automotive trades, plumbing, construction, and many more particularly in the physical trades. The math concepts are presented completely
within the context of practical on-the-job applications, so students can make an
impact on the job from day one. Authentic applications give students relevant,
tangible mathematical examples that they are likely to encounter in future
careers. Also available with MyLab Math By combining trusted author content
with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab Math personalizes the learning
experience and improves results for each student. Note: You are purchasing a
standalone product; MyLab Math does not come packaged with this content.
Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab Math, ask your
instructor to confirm the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors,
contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to
purchase both the physical text and MyLab Math, search for: 0135183723 /
9780135183724 Mathematics for the Trades Books a la Carte Edition Plus
MyLab Math -- Title-Specific Access Card Package, 11/e Package consists of:
0134765788 / 9780134765785 Mathematics for the Trades: A Guided Approach,
Books a la Carte Edition 0134836138 / 9780134836133 MyLab Math plus
Pearson eText - Standalone Access Card - for Mathematics for the Trades: A
Guided Approach
Quick Calculus 2nd Edition A Self-Teaching Guide Calculus is essential for
understanding subjects ranging from physics and chemistry to economics and
ecology. Nevertheless, countless students and others who need quantitative
skills limit their futures by avoiding this subject like the plague. Maybe that's why
the first edition of this self-teaching guide sold over 250,000 copies. Quick
Calculus, Second Edition continues to teach the elementary techniques of
differential and integral calculus quickly and painlessly. Your "calculus anxiety"
will rapidly disappear as you work at your own pace on a series of carefully
selected work problems. Each correct answer to a work problem leads to new
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material, while an incorrect response is followed by additional explanations and
reviews. This updated edition incorporates the use of calculators and features
more applications and examples. ".makes it possible for a person to delve into
the mystery of calculus without being mystified." --Physics Teacher
This competency-based learning system covers the administrative, clinical, and
general areas necessary for entry-level employment as identified by the medical
assistant role delineation study issued by the American Association of Medical
Assistants. A listing of role delineation areas in each unit and in Appendix A
make it easy to locate specific skills within each competency. A unit on related
therapies presents information on complimentary and alternative treatments.
Master the critical skills necessary to competently and confidently calculate drug
dosages using Calculation of Drug Dosages. Written by Sheila J. Ogden, MSN,
RN and Linda Fluharty, RNC, MSN, this updated 9th Edition provides you with an
extensive review of essential math concepts before introducing and clearly
explaining the ratio and proportion, formula, and dimensional analysis methods of
drug calculation. The book's popular "worktext" format builds on concepts as you
go and reinforces what you learn with over 1,800 practice problems. Identify your
strengths and weaknesses with an extensive math review, covering the basic
math skills essential for accurate calculation of drug dosages. Use chapter
worksheets to practice solving realistic problems. Assess your understanding of
chapter content using post-tests at the end of each chapter. Retain content more
easily and build on your prior knowledge through a logical organization. Get
additional practice and accurately gauge your overall understanding with a
comprehensive post-test at the end of the book. Stay focused with learning
objectives that explain what you should accomplish upon completion of each
chapter. Know the latest drugs and technology used in the market with updated
drug labels and equipment photos. Study at your own pace with 25 flash cards,
now on Evolve, containing abbreviations, formulas, and conversions from the
book. Check your work and see your mistakes with a detailed step-by-step
answer key. Tap into a new chapter on obstetric dosages that provides you with
practice problems using medications unique to this important nursing
subspecialty. Use alert boxes that call attention to information crucial to math
calculation and patient safety. Stay current with new content on Intake and
Output (I & O). Reduce medication errors and increase patient safety via updated
guidelines for The Joint Commission and Institute for Safe Medication Practice.
Recognize the implications of drug accuracy with more drug labels added to
critical care practice problems. Access Evolve online resources where you'll see
5-10 new practice problems related to each chapter and the new updated Drug
Calculations Companion (Version 4), featuring an interactive student tutorial that
includes an extensive menu of various topic areas within drug calculations such
as oral, parenteral, pediatric, and intravenous calculations to name a few. And
over 600 practice problems cover ratio-proportion, formula, and dimensional
analysis methods.
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Behind every landmark drug is a story. It could be an oddball researcher’s
genius insight, a catalyzing moment in geopolitical history, a new breakthrough
technology, or an unexpected but welcome side effect discovered during clinical
trials. Piece together these stories, as Thomas Hager does in this remarkable,
century-spanning history, and you can trace the evolution of our culture and the
practice of medicine. †‹Beginning with opium, the “joy plant,” which has been
used for 10,000 years, Hager tells a captivating story of medicine. His subjects
include the largely forgotten female pioneer who introduced smallpox inoculation
to Britain, the infamous knockout drops, the first antibiotic, which saved countless
lives, the first antipsychotic, which helped empty public mental hospitals, Viagra,
statins, and the new frontier of monoclonal antibodies. This is a deep, wideranging, and wildly entertaining book.
This important book is the first to offer practical guidance to information
management professionals seeking to implement web archiving programmes of
their own. It is essential reading for those who need to collect and preserve
specific elements of the web - from national domains or individual subject areas
to an organization's own website. Drawing on the author's experience of
managing the National Archives' web archiving programme, together with lessons
learned from other international initiatives, this book provides a comprehensive
overview of current best practice. It assumes only a basic understanding of IT
and web technologies, but also offers much to more technically-oriented readers.
Contents include: the development of web archiving selection policies collection
methods quality assurance preservation delivery to user optimizing websites for
archiving legislation managing a web archiving programme future trends.
Readership: Written to address audiences from the whole spectrum of
information management sectors, this book is vital reading for three types of
reader: policy-makers, who need to make decisions about establishing or
developing an institutional web archiving programme; information management
professionals, who may be required to implement a web archiving programme;
and website owners and web masters, who may be required to facilitate archiving
of their own websites.
Technological advances and innovative perspectives constantly evolve the notion
of what makes up a digital library. Archives and the Digital Library provides an
insightful snapshot of the current state of archiving in the digital realm. Respected
experts in library and information science present the latest research results and
illuminating case studies to provide a comprehensive glimpse at the theory,
technological advances, and unique approaches to digital information
management as it now stands. The book focuses on digitally reformatted
surrogates of non-digital textual and graphic materials from archival collections,
exploring the roles archivists can play in broadening the scope of digitization
efforts through creatively developing policies, procedures, and tools to effectively
manage digital content. Many of the important advances in digitization of
materials have little to do with the efforts of archivists. Archives and the Digital
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Library concentrates specifically on the developments in the world of archives
and the digitization of the unique content of information resources archivists deal
with on a constant basis. This resource reviews the current issues and
challenges, effective user assessment techniques, various digital resources
projects, collaboration strategies, and helpful best practices. The book is
extensively referenced and includes helpful illustrative figures. Topics in Archives
and the Digital Library include: a case study of LSTA-grant funded California
Local History Digital Resources Project expanding the scope of traditional
archival digitations projects beyond the limits of a single institution a case study
of the California Cultures Project the top ten themes in usability issues case
studies of usability studies, focus groups, interviews, ethnographic studies, and
web log analysis developing a reciprocal partnership with a digital library the
technical challenges in harvesting and managing Web archives metadata
strategies to provide descriptive, technical, and preservation related information
about archived Web sites long-term preservation of digital materials building a
trusted digital repository collaboration in developing and supporting the technical
and organizational infrastructure for sustainability in both academic and state
government the Archivists’ Toolkit software application Archives and the Digital
Library is timely, important reading for archivists, librarians, library administrators,
library information educators, archival educators, and students.
Each chapter in the volume features outlines, objectives, line drawings,
pronunciation keys and worksheets for immediate feedback. The book uses wordbuilding and the body-systems approach to teach terminology. Medical records
sections relate the content to real-life situations.
This specialized reference textbook presents the physiological and
pathophysiological aspects of cardiovascular diseases affecting the athlete
population. The first part is a systematic explanation of the non-invasive and
invasive diagnostic techniques used in cardiology. The second part examines the
clinical approach to a great majority of the cardiological problems that involve the
athlete population. All of the fields discussed in this textbook are treated from
physiological and pathophysiological viewpoints, including the clinical and legal
implications of athletes affected by diagnosed or unsuspected cardiovascular
diseases. As such, this book is a particularly useful contribution to the literature
for health care professionals, especially cardiologists (also fellows) and sports
medicine physicians, providing them with the knowledge to make critical
decisions regarding eligibility, thus preventing tragic events, and especially
sudden death the most crucial event in sport.
Packed with vivid illustrations, best-selling FUNDAMENTALS OF ANATOMY
AND PHYSIOLOGY, 4E is written specifically for learners in a one-semester
introductory A&P course in the allied health field who have little or no previous
knowledge of anatomy and physiology. Known for its clear approach to teaching,
the text is widely praised for its ability to break A&P down into very simple, easy
to understand language. Content is organized according to body systems and
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focuses on the body working together to promote homeostasis. Improving both
the quality and quantity of text illustrations, the Fourth Edition's new art program
brings text concepts to life with new figures throughout. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Learn with the most trusted pharmacology text written specifically for surgical
technologists! Pharmacology for the Surgical Technologist, 4th Edition ensures
that as an integral member of the operating room team, you have an in-depth
understanding of surgical medications. It covers everything from basic
conversions, terminology, and calculations to anesthesia and medications used
for perioperative care. This edition adds coverage of next-generation antibiotics,
new technology in orthopedics, advances in cataract surgery, and more — plus a
full-color design and expanded art program. An Evolve companion website lets
you practice drug calculations. Written by experienced Surgical Technology
educators Katherine Snyder and Chris Keegan, this book covers all areas of
pharmacology that are designated in the Core Curriculum for Surgical
Technology, 6th Edition. Coverage of pharmacology meets the needs of the
Surgical Technologist and includes all areas designated in the Core Curriculum
for Surgical Technology, 6th Edition. Chapter study questions help you measure
your knowledge and apply it to practice, and serve as a review tool for classroom
and certification exams. Clinical features include Tech Tips from experts, Caution
boxes with drug alerts to help prevent potential patient harm, and Notes
simplifying difficult concepts. Insight boxes provide in-depth, cutting-edge
information about a specific product, procedure, or process. Concise three-part
organization makes it easier to understand 1) the foundations of pharmacology,
mathematics, and drug administration, 2) applications of pharmacology to the
surgical environment, and 3) preoperative medications, types of anesthesia, and
emergency situations. Evolve companion website includes exercises allowing
you to practice math calculations, as well as drug monographs from Mosby’s
Essential Drugs for Surgical Technology. Advanced Practice boxes provide
information and advice on issues and applications that help you advance to the
role of Surgical Assistant. Trusted authors Kathy Snyder and Chris Keegan bring
more than 50 years of combined experience, and provide the information you
need to succeed in the classroom, on the certification exam, and in the operating
room. Learning Objectives in each chapter list the key content you should master
and provide a useful study tool in preparing for examinations. NEW! Coverage of
hot topics includes next-generation antibiotics, new technology involving
orthopedic surgery, advances in cataract surgery, and more. NEW! Now in full
color, an expanded art program helps you visualize concepts in anatomy and
physiology, medications, equipment, and procedures. NEW! A comprehensive
glossary supports key terms that are highlighted in the text. NEW! Make It Simple
boxes review and break down medical terminology.
Free eBook Included!
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Designed for the beginning health care student, INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL
TERMINOLOGY 3E simplifies the process of learning hundreds of complex medical terms. The
See and Say pronunciation system makes pronouncing unfamiliar terms easy. Because word
parts are integral to learning medical terminology, mastery of these building blocks is
emphasized in every chapter. Organized by body system, chapters begin with an overview of
the structures and functions of that system so you can relate these to the specialties,
pathology, diagnostic, and treatment procedures that follow. A workbook offers word part and
comprehensive medical terminology reviews, flashcards, and learning exercises in a variety of
formats that require written answers. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The American health care system is vast, complex and confusing. Books about it shouldn't be.
This book is your one-stop guide to the people, organizations and industries that make up the
U.S. health care system and the major issues the system faces today. The book is the work of
two medical students at Washington University, Elisabeth Askin and Nathan Moore. When
Elisabeth and Nathan worked to educate themselves about the American health care system
they couldn't find a source that was comprehensive, understandable and non-biased - so they
decided to write it themselves. It's rigorously researched and scrupulously unbiased yet written
in a conversational and humorous tone that's a pleasure to read and illuminates the convoluted
health care system and its many components. The book is essential reading for health
professionals, health professions students, and anyone who interacts with the U.S. health care
system.
Written specifically for short medical terminology courses in a variety of educational settings or
for self-study learning, Medical Terminology Made Easy, Fourth Edition, is a self-paced
learning approach designed to ease you into the language of medicine that separates the
layperson from the professional. The programmed-learning format requires active participation
through reading, writing, answering questions, labeling, repetition, and providing immediate
feedback. This format will help you to correctly decipher new terms by identifying and then
practicing different word parts.
The ability to accurately assess patients is vital to the practice of Dental Hygiene—a complete
and accurate assessment is the starting point to providing thorough patient care. Patient
Assessment Tutorials takes you through the process of patient assessment, and provides you
with information on both the actual physical assessment as well as effective patient
communication. The highly visual, step-by-step style teaches you vital assessment processes
quickly and thoroughly. Excellent features include detailed, full-color illustrations and
photographs to visually guide you through procedures and techniques, case studies and
personal accounts that bring the content to life, and more.
It's the 1960's and Eddie Mellor is unhappy in his shotgun marriage; hates his boring factory
job and is not unduly bothered when he is sacked. His young son Jonny, and his dreams of
becoming a famous rock drummer with The Raiders, a career he was forced to shelve when he
married Angie, are the two things that keep him going. But Eddie's luck is about to change for
the better... Three Steps to Heaven is the first novel in a trilogy spanning forty years and the
lives and loves of the Mellor and Cantello families.
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